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POWER-LAW CONFUSION: YOU SAY INCREMENTAL, I SAY DIFFERENTIAL; Joshua E. Col- 
well, Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics, University of Colorado, Box 392, Boulder, CO 80309 

Power-law distributions are commonly used to describe the frequency of occurrences of crater diam- 
eters, stellar masses, ring particle sizes, planetesimal sizes, and meteoriod masses to name a few. The 
distributions are simple, and this simplicity has led to a number of misstatements in the literature about 
the kind of power-law that is being used: differential, cumulative, or incremental. Although differential and 
cumulative power-laws are mathematically trivial, it is a hybrid incrementaldistribution that is often used, 
and the relationship between the incremental distribution and the differential or cumulative distributions 
is not trivial. In many cases the slope of an incremental power-law will be nearly identical to the slope of 
the cumulative power-law of the same distribution, not the differential slope. I argue for a consistent usage 
of these terms and against the oft-made implicit claim that incremental and differential distributions are 
indistinguishable [I-31. 

The number of occurrences in a power-law is a function of the independent variable z and two other 
parameters, Cd and q: d N  = N(z)dz = C~Z-qdx. N(z)dz is the number of occurrences for values of 
x in the range [z, z + dx] where dz is a differential. This is the differential distribution. Integrating 
the differential distribution immediately provides the standard relationship between the differential and 
cumulative distributions: N(> x) = C,X-~, where b = q - 1 and Cc = Cd/b. This describes the cumulative 
distribution. Both of these distributions treat x as a continuous variable. In practice the independent 
variable takes on only discrete values, xi. 

The set of xi forms a number of bins; the ith bin is bounded by xi and zi+l.  The number of events 
that is computed or counted in this discrete case is the number that occur for all x within a bin. That 
is, Ni is the number of events that occur for z in the range [xi, xi+l]. This is an incremental distribution, 
and it is this distribution that is computed in discrete computer algorithms, measured, or observed (as in 
crater counting, for example). 

In order to span a large range in x with a reasonable number of bins, i,,,, logarithmic bins are used. 
Then, zi+l = (1 + P)zi,  where P is a bin spacing parameter. Suppose that the discrete counting produces 
a distribution that is fit by a power-law: N(x = xi) = K z i 7 ,  where N(x = xi) is a measured fit to  the 
histogram (data), Ni. When incremental distributions are published, the value of P is needed in order to 
interpret the meaning of y (see below). In order to  have a mathematically tractable distribution one must 
relate y to either b or q. 

I t  is simplest to  derive the cumulative distribution from the incremental distribution by summing over 
N;. Let Nc(x > zi) be the discrete cumulative distribution computed from the incremental distribution. 
N,(x > z;) is the number of events that occur a t  z > zi in the measured or computed incremental 
distribution, and 

The power-law index of Nc(> i), denoted cr, is the measured value of the slope of the cumulative power-law 
distribution, b. It, like y, is a measured value. It is not equal to y since the summation on the right side of 
Eq. (1) is dependent on i. Thus y # b, and y # q. That is, a power-law fit to an incremental distribution 
will not, in general, have the same slope as either the differential or the cumulative distribution. 

In the figure the ratio of cr to y is plotted for y = 0.5,1.5, and 3.4 with a',,, = 50. These results 
demonstrate that for P20 .1 ,  721, and at  least 50 logarithmic bins, cr w y, and the power-law index 
measured from an incremental distribution with logarithmic bins (7) will be very nearly equal to  the 
power-law index for a continuous cumulative distribution (b). This has been noted by Hartmann [4, p. 581 
in his discussion of crater counts with P = .414 and y = 1.83. This result might be expected for a steep 
distribution (large y), but the figures show that it is true even for relatively shallow distributions (y = 0.5) 
as long as P20.2 for a distribution spanning 50 bins or more. 

Crater size frequency distributions are often plotted on an R plot [e.g. 51. The R plot is obtained 
by dividing the observed distribution by d N  = D-3dD, a differential distribution. As described above, 
the observed distribution will not likely have the same slope as the differential distribution of the same 
population. Depending on the details of the binning and the range in crater diameter the incremental 
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distribution iltny liave a different slope than the cumulative distribution as well. The measured incremental 
distribution inust be summed to form a cumulative distribution and then differentiated before dividing by 
the -3 differential power-law to obtain the proper R(D) for the R plot. 

Simulatio~is of the accretion of planetesimals and the disruption of asteroids and planetary satellites 
use logarithmic bins usually with ,f3 = 6 - 1 or P = 1 [e.g. 6-91. For these simulations, the histogram 
of number of bodies in each size bin will most likely have a nearly identical slope to the cumulative size 
distribution. The differential size distribution is steeper than these incremental distributions by 1 in the 
power-law index. 
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The ratios of the measured power-law indices for the cumulative distributions to the incremental 
distributions (017) for different 7. 
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